Once upon a time, people waited every morning for their favorite newspaper to get the latest news; a time when the last thing people saw before drifting off to sleep at night was a test pattern on the television set, signifying the end of a network’s daily broadcast.

Wow, things have changed! Today, if you want the latest breaking news, all you have to do is log on to one of many online news websites. Television news has become a 24/7 cycle, providing the latest information at any time.

Founded in 1994, Atlantic.Net has witnessed this progression and been a major player in the information explosion of the past 17 years. Atlantic.Net remains a trusted partner to top media organizations, designing solutions to meet their ever-changing needs. Atlantic.Net is perfectly positioned to elevate your hosting solutions to a new level.

Over the years, Atlantic.Net has partnered with major media groups like Clear Channel Radio, Pamal Broadcasting, and various blogs, newspapers, and television stations. We helped them get more bang for their dollar. We can do the same for you! We are ready to simplify your life by removing technology obstacles that distract from your core business.

We listen to you, assess your requirements, and create a solution that meets your needs. With the speed limit of the technological superhighway increasing every day, we position you in the fast lane—passing the competition.
Anyone who has worked in retail knows how much work it takes to succeed—there is no spare time. That is why Atlantic.Net hosting solutions are the perfect fit for you. We support an array of business models, knowing a one-size-fits-all approach seldom works.

Internet retailers know a secure, stable, and scalable hosting platform is essential for growth and profitability. Atlantic.Net gets it: your website is crucial for success, whether you ship physical goods or deliver products and services electronically.

If you are an online retailer with strict PCI compliance requirements, we understand you will never accept an off-the-shelf hosting solution. Our team of engineers is ready to listen and develop the solution you want and need.

Our breadth of industry knowledge combined with nearly two decades of experience allows you to avail yourself of the best technologies available. Let us show you how to make your website more responsive and offer faster checkouts, all with stability, monitoring, and the peace of mind that comes from working with a trusted hosting solutions leader.

CONTACT US
US: 888-618-DATA (3282)
INT: +1-321-206-3730
EMAIL: SALES@ATLANTIC.NET
WEB: WWW.ATLANTIC.NET
MAIL: 440 W. KENNEDY BLVD, SUITE 3, ORLANDO, FL 32810

Atlantic.Net, Inc. Providing industry-leading hosting solutions for over 20 years!
440 West Kennedy Blvd, Suite 3, Orlando, FL 32810, USA
sales@atlantic.net
888-618-DATA (3282)

Find Out More?
Share your vision and goals with us and we will develop a hosting environment tailored specifically to meet your needs! Contact our consultants at 888-618-DATA (3282), or email us at sales@atlantic.net.
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